ABSTRACT Since generative adversarial networks (GANs) were proposed in 2014, mode collapse has been a problem that affects many researchers when training GANs. With the reconstruction loss of an autoencoder, conditional adversarial autoencoder (CAAE) is free from mode collapse. However, its reconstruction loss will bring a saturation problem, in which the encoder maps every input image into just one latent variable. Combining the CAAE with a boundary equilibrium generative adversarial network, we propose a boundary equilibrium conditional autoencoder (BECAE) focusing on the face aging task. Our model is the first GANs that renders images through a discriminator. We also introduce some statistics to measure the level of the saturation problem. The results show that the BECAE has successfully solved the saturation problem and can generate face images of the same quality as the images generated by the CAAE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face aging, or the age progression and regression problem is aimed at rendering a series of facial images with different ages while keeping their facial recognition features the same. There are many examples of usefulness of the process among different fields, such as cross-age face verification [1] , finding lost children, entertainment and creating labeled face images. Although a great number of models that aim at solving the face aging problem have been proposed, it is still an extremely challenging task. Specifically, face aging models are always separated into two classes based on prototype and physical model methods [2] . As part of a face generation task, face aging is expected to produce highly plausible faces across ages and preserve personalized information. The prototype methods, such as in [3] and [4] are based on general rules and generate faces of different ages by warping images and transforming texture features with prototypes of different age groups. They are fast and simple but fail to preserve personality, which leads to faces generated with ghosting artifacts. The model approaches [5] , [6] finish the face aging task by parameterizing the process of aging of different facial parts [7] . The parametric models successfully preserve personality, but there are a great number of parameters that need to be calculated, which results in a high computational cost. Furthermore, the model approaches require dataset to satisfy the condition that every individual has the sequences of face aging among a wide range of ages when there are few datasets that can meet the requirement.
There are many new models [7] - [10] , which are based on neural networks and deep learning technology. However, when they solve the problems that limit the traditional approaches, some new challenges arise, especially for methods that adopt generative neural networks (GANs) [11] . The largest problem in GANs is non-convergence [12] . GANs need to find an equilibrium to the adversarial game with the generator and discriminator and, in most cases, use a simultaneous gradient descent to help the models converge. Nevertheless, the simultaneous gradient descent will not converge every game where the non-convergence problem happens. The most common non-convergence problem of GANs is mode collapse. To address this problem, auto-encoderbased GANs (AE-GANs) use the reconstruction loss of an autoencoder to encourage the model to better represent all the data it is trained with [13] . However, when enjoying the advantage of reconstruction loss, CAAE [10] suffers a new non-convergence problem caused by the saturated latent variable of the autoencoder. And we name it as saturation problem, which will reduce the diversity of generated images. In other words, the CAAE will produce face images without preserving the personality of the different identity.
Differs from AE-GANs, Wasserstein generative adversarial network (WGAN) [14] addresses mode collapse through replacing the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence by a Wasserstein distance. Meanwhile, the powerful distance shows a potential of resolving the saturation problem.
Because the quality of generated face images is good enough in the CAAE compared to previous works and the saturation problem is a serious non-convergence problem that causes it to collapse, our work is not aimed at further improving generation quality but resolving the saturation problem. Therefore, we introduce three statistics to measure the level of saturation rather than the quality of generated face images.
In this paper, we take advantage of CAAE in mapping the high-dimensional space facial manifold to a low-dimensional space and in rendering photorealistic face images by adopting the network structure of its autoencoder. Meanwhile, to overcome the saturation problem caused by the reconstruction loss of autoencoder, we leverage the successful implementation of Wasserstein distance in BEGAN [15] and hold an adversarial game between two autoencoders, in which one of them is trained as a generator and the other is a discriminator. Through this game, our model is trying to maximize the Wasserstein distance between the latent variable distributions of two autoencoders. When the generator suffers the saturation problem, the discriminator can keep its latent variable away from saturation and produce photorealistic images with personality preserved. Therefore, the proposed model is now a combination of the CAAE and the BEGAN methods and is called the boundary equilibrium conditional autoencoder (BECAE).
We make the following contributions: 1. We solve the saturation problem faced with CAAE and propose three statistics for measuring the level of this problem.
2. We design BECAE, a GAN that first generates an image by its 'discriminator'.
3. We propose iterated training which allows the proposed model to generate more photorealistic images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related works are presented. In Section III, we propose the successful combination of the CAAE and the BEGAN. In Section IV, we demonstrate that our model has the ability to finish the face aging task, and in Section V, we present the conclusions and plans for future work.
II. RELATED WORK A. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Generative adversarial networks [11] were introduced as a novel way to train a generative model in 2014. These networks consist of two parts: one is the generative model G, which tries to learn the distribution of training data, and the other is the discriminative model D, whose target is to distinguish samples generated by the generative model from the training data. G and D try to win a minimax game on the value function V (G, D) as shown in (1), where p z (z) is defined as a prior distribution on the input noise, from which we sampled a vector z, p data (x) is the distribution of training data x, and D(x) denotes the probability that x was from the distribution of the data other than p g , the distribution of the generator over data x.
It has been found that the model will work better when the generator is trained for maximizing log (D (G(z))) instead of minimizing log (1 − D (G(z))).
Nowadays, GANs have been widely used in various domains and have achieved impressive successes in image generation [16] , [17] , image editing [18] , and representation learning [19] . Recently, the same idea has been applied to conditional image generation applications, namely, image inpainting [20] , text to image [21] , and future prediction [22] . Furthermore, GANs performs well with the feature transforming problem [23] and natural language generation [24] . The reason why GANs are so successful is that the adversarial loss function shown in (1) forces the generated images to be indistinguishable from the real ones.
Inspired by the adversarial loss, our work lets the two autoencoders fight against each other to synthesize photorealistic images.
B. CONDITIONAL ADVERSARIAL AUTOENCODER
The conditional adversarial autoencoder (CAAE) consists of a generator (an encoder E with a decoder) and two discriminators, of which one is used for training the encoder and the other is used for training the decoder, respectively. Similar to DCGAN [17] , this method employs the convolution of stride 2 instead of pooling (e.g., max pooling) in both the encoder and discriminators.
As the encoder's output, z = E (x) is aimed at keeping the personality of the input face x as much as possible. We then feed the age label l into the generator, and z is transformed into the reconstructed facex = G (z, l). The discriminator D img for the facial image attempts to discriminate the reconstructed faces from the real ones, while the encoder and the generator (autoencoder, AE) attempt to fool the discriminator. The discriminator on z, denoted by D z , adjusts z to obey a uniform distribution for generating more photorealistic images.
Finally, the objective function of CAAE becomes
where TV (·) denotes the total variation that is effective in generating the plausible face images.
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When p g = p data , the generator can synthesize photorealistic faces for a certain age. However, because of the saturation problem, this model cannot always reach the global optimum, which will be discussed in Section IV-B.
The CAAE is based on an assumption that the face images lie on a high-dimensional manifold, on which face aging could be achieved by traversing along the direction controlled by age. Personalized information could be preserved at the same time, which is demonstrated experimentally. Because of the difficulty of directly manipulating on the manifold, the CAAE learns a mapping from the manifold to a lowerdimensional space, which is called latent space. In the latent space, z keeps the personality when stepping along the age axis, and a series of new faces in different ages can be obtained. The generated faces are realistic and plausible for a given age as long as they lie on the manifold.
We adopt the autoencoder structure of the CAAE to learn the mapping and generate plausible faces based on different age labels.
C. WASSERSTEIN GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
In the original GANs, the generator is expected to learn a mapping between a low dimensional noise, e.g., Gaussian noise, and the high-dimensional real data space such that the distribution of the generated samples p g can match the real data distribution p r as much as possible. The adversarial loss of the generator is the JS divergence between the two distributions. However, the JS divergence is locally saturated, which means that the gradient passed to the generator will be zero. Furthermore, the penalty for generating unreal samples is much greater than that of not being able to generate real samples, which makes the non-convergence occur.
The Wasserstein generative adversarial network (WGAN) has resolved these problems by adopting the Wasserstein distance,
where P r , P g denotes the set of all joint distribution γ (x, y) whose marginals are respectively p r and p g . γ (x, y) indicates how much mass must be transported from x to y in order to transform the distribution p r into the distribution p g . With the smoothness and consistence of the Wasserstein distance, it is able to obtain meaningful gradients everywhere when training.
The WGAN helps GANs eliminate gradient vanishing problem. Furthermore, it can be trained with simple conditions where a careful balance between the generator and the discriminator is not needed and the structure of the networks does not require being carefully designed either. For example, we can get the Wasserstein distance in use by simply removing the sigmoid layer of the discriminator in the DCGAN, while batch normalization is not needed.
However, if we directly apply the Wasserstein distance into the CAAE, it will not converge, as displayed in Fig. 4 . In other words, the balance between the generator and discriminator is still important in some cases.
D. BOUNDARY EQUILIBRIUM GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS
Contrary to traditional GANs, which try to match the real data distributions directly, the boundary equilibrium generative adversarial network (BEGAN) aims to match the distributions of the autoencoder loss with a loss derived from the Wasserstein distance proposed in [14] and uses an autoencoder as a discriminator which was first proposed in EBGAN [25] . To do so, an equilibrium term to balance the discriminator and the generator is employed with a typical GAN objective.
By introducing the loss for training a pixel wise autoencoder and optimizing the Wasserstein distance between loss distributions instead of between sample distributions, the BEGAN simplifies the function for the Wasserstein distance and does not require a k-Lipschitz function. However, the architecture of the discriminator is more complicated than that of the generator; therefore, the discriminator always wins the adversarial game easily.
To maintain a balance between the generator and discriminator losses, a hyperparameter γ ∈ [0, 1] was introduced into the BEGAN, which is defined as
where L(x) is the pixel-loss of discriminator w.r.t input image x and L(G(z)) is the loss of the generator. Besides, the discriminator not only is expected to autoencode real images, but also should distinguish the generated images from real ones at the same time. The γ term enables the BEGAN to balance these two goals. Lower values of γ result in lower image diversity because the discriminator pays more attention to reconstructing real images. The objective of BEGAN is:
where L is the pixel wise loss of autoencoder, k t ∈ [0, 1] is the variable to control how much emphasis is put on L(G(z D )) during gradient descent, and γ k works as the learning rate for k t .
BEGAN does not need to train D and G alternately or to pretrain D like traditional GANs do but can update the parameters of the whole network simultaneously.
We learn the process of applying the Wasserstein distance into an autoencoder from previous works, as well as how to keep a balance between the generator and the discriminator. Our model gets rid of the saturation problem and its results turned out to be very promising and will be discussed in Section IV-C. FIGURE 1. Structure of the autoencoder shared by both the auxiliary autoencoder (AA) and the generative autoencoder (GA). z is the vector rendered by the encoder E , which contains features of input image. To modify the age information of input, the age label l is concatenated to z and then fed to the decoder D for the output image. It is obvious that both AA and GA can render images, and the images produced by the winner are more photorealistic.
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
Traditional GANs can generate images with noise sampled from a prior distribution which is always a Gaussian distribution. However, when we want to perform face aging on the image of a specific person, the noise cannot be used anymore because we need to keep the personalized information rather than produce a brand new human face. In that case, we need an encoder that can map images into feature vectors and a decoder that can render images conditioned on age labels.
By adopting the same encoder and decoder structures in [10] , we now have an autoencoder that can reconstruct face images with different age labels. Without the downsampling process, every pixel of an image can contribute to the generation task. Therefore, the pooling layers in the encoder are replaced by the convolutions of stride 2, and the transpose convolutions of stride 2 are applied into the decoder. The encoder, on the one hand, captures the personality of the input human face, and on the other hand it encodes the face into a vector in the latent space. Concatenating one-hot age labels with the output of the encoder E(x) = z, the decoder can reconstruct target faces conditionally. Furthermore, batch normalization used in the CAAE is not needed anymore because the gradients in our model are sufficient enough for convergence. In particular, the kernel sizes of both the convolution layers and the transpose convolution layers are 5 × 5, and the size of the output face is same as that of the input face, which is 128 × 128 × 3. The structure is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. AUTOENCODER AS DISCRIMINATOR TO GENERATE IMAGES
Because of the saturation problem brought by the autoencoder structure, the discriminator for image D img in the CAAE cannot guarantee that the generator will be in the convergence. Therefore, the traditional discriminator structure, which is designed according to the JS divergence, cannot be used in the proposed model. At the same time, [15] provides a way to use an autoencoder as a discriminator and to keep a balance between the losses of the generator and the discriminator. Here, we design two autoencoders sharing the same architecture to directly compare the outputs.
To easily understand the role each autoencoder plays in the proposed model, they are called the auxiliary autoencoder (AA) and the generative autoencoder (GA). The AA is trained as a generator, and its output is defined as an adversarial sample (AS). The GA is trained as a discriminator, which tries to render the input image x into reconstructed image (RI ) and then distinguish it from the reconstructed adversarial sample (RAS). The RAS is autoencoded by the GA itself, and the data flows of our networks are shown in Fig. 2 .
From Fig. 2 we can see that both the AA and the GA in our model can autoencode images. In other words, the AA tries to learn the mapping between the original face and its age-conditional face, and so does the GA. The GA has the ability to discriminate faces from the AA and the input data. It is apparent that the AA is at the bottom of the whole network when backpropagating the gradient, which means that the GA can obtain more information from the losses than the AA. In fact, we assume that the GA can synthesize better faces than the AA as long as we control the proper balance between them when training the model.
C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
As both the AA and the GA are autoencoders, we introduce the pixel wise autoencoder loss function with a first-order normal form:
where f denotes the autoencoder function D(E(·), l) and l is the one-hot label.
To learn the mapping between the real data manifold and the latent space, the AA must ensure its output AS still lies on the manifold. Therefore, we have:
While the distribution of the real data x and the latent variable z are denoted as p data (x) and p data (z), the mapping between them are q(z|x) and q(x|z). The object function of the adversarial game between AA and GA is: (8) where W (·, ·) is the Wasserstein distance between two distributions.
And according to (6), we have:
where L GA (x) is the reconstruction loss of GA and L GA (AS) is the distinguishing loss of GA. Similar to [15] , we use the proportional control theory to maintain the equilibrium:
where k t and γ act as the same in (5) and λ k is the learning rate for k.
, β must be set to 1. Furthermore, α is defined as a learnable variable because it is more robust when the model decides by itself how much attention the AA should pay to learning the mapping. Equation (8) shows that the process of mapping learning is divided into two steps, and we denote them as W (z) and W (x). Failed learning that occurs to any one of them will lead to the non-convergence problem. While the failure of W (z) is responsible for the saturation problem, W (x) is for mode collapse. Because of the reconstruction loss, both the AA and the GA are free from mode collapse. However, the AA cannot get rid of the saturation problem, which results in no diversity of AS.
Back to (11), the GA is able to learn the mapping as the AA does by minimizing the reconstruction loss L GA (x). Moreover, through the adversarial game, the GA can keep away from the point where the AA suffers the saturation problem (i.e. maximizing W (q GA (z|x), q AA (z|x)) while minimizing W (q GA (z|x), p data (z))).
Finally, by resizing and concatenating age and gender labels to the embeddings generated by each encoder, both the AA and the GA learn to reconstruct faces based on conditions. Contrary to any other models based on the GANs which are in convergence when the generator fools the discriminator successfully, the GA in our model wins the adversarial game from the AA and produces a better result. In other words, the discriminator (GA) should conquer the generator (AA) in our model for the AA is suffering from the saturation problem.
Our model inherits the advantages from the BEGAN that neither alternating training of D and G nor pretraining on D is needed. Meanwhile, with the same network structure of the CAAE, our model can successfully learn the manifold of face images and get rid of the saturation problem. As a result, our model is able to finish the face aging task in a stable and simple way.
D. ITERATED TRAINING
In our model, both the AA and the GA are trying to learn the mapping between the real face manifold and the latent space. After training, the Wasserstein distance between the two distributions that the AA and the GA learned and the distribution of the real manifold should be compatible with the condition:
In other words, the GA always works better than the AA. This is because the AA and the GA share the same network architecture; the training in our model becomes iterable. The AA of each iteration (AA i ) is initialized with the parameters of the GA in previous iteration (GA i−1 ), and we only need to randomly initialize and train the new GA for this iteration (GA i ). We have W P r , P GA i < W P r , P AA i = W P r , P GA i−1 , where i = 1, 2, ..., n is the number of iterations.
After n iterations, we have W P r , P GA n < W P r , P GA n−1 < · · · < W P r , P GA 0 . The process is shown in Fig. 3 . Finally, after enough iterations, we have:
In each iteration, (9) now becomes:
The AS is now sampled from the data manifold learned in the previous iteration, which means that the new GA should try harder to reconstruct input images. In fact, in (14) , the value of L GA (AS) is quite low at the beginning. When minimizing L GA , it is inefficient for the GA to maximize L GA (AS) (i.e. maxmizing W (q GA (z|x), q AA (z|x))). Therefore, the GA will concentrate on minimizing L GA (x) (i.e. minimizing W (q GA (z|x), p data (z))), which will lead to better performance on dealing with the saturation problem.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. INITIALIZATION
The whole network in our model was trained by using Adam [26] and the initial learning rate was set at 10 −4 . Furthermore, the model is so robust that the decaying of the learning rate is not needed. k t is initialized to zero, and its learning rate λ is set to 10 −3 . The learnable variable α is initialized to 0.1. The effect of the changes of γ will be discussed in Section IV-D.
We use the UTKFace dataset collected by [10] . This dataset is first a collection from the Morph dataset [4] and the CACD dataset [27] . By crawling images from Bing and Google search engines, the UTKFace dataset then can obtain an amplification of faces from under 15-year-olds. With image captions, it is easy to obtain the age and gender of the crawled faces directly while the faces without captions are estimated based on the result from the age estimator [28] . Finally, those faces are detected with 68 landmarks to be cropped out and aligned. Finally, the UTKFace dataset consist of 10,670 faces with a uniform distribution of age and gender.
B. SATURATION PROBLEM IN THE CAAE
After training with codes provided by the CAAE 1 20 times, we found that ten of them encountered the saturation problem, where the generator learned to map different input face images to the same saturated latent variable z and kept producing two kinds of faces (male or female faces).
The collapse results are shown in Fig. 4 . When mode collapse happens in traditional GANs, the discriminator learns to distinguish fake images from real images so quickly that it cannot provide the generator with reliable gradient information [14] . Similar to AE-GANs, such as adversarial autoencoder (AAE) [29] and plug and play generative networks (PPGNs) [30] , the CAAE prevents its generator from mode collapse by ensuring that it is grounded in all the available training data [13] . However, a new nonconvergence problem that we call it saturation problem comes up with the reconstruction loss.
In the CAAE where the saturation problem has already happened, it will encoder different input into the same latent variable. This means that the generator gradients will be identical for every batch fed into the discriminator. And the identical gradients will push the generator to update to another saturated point, which means the traditional discriminator based on JS divergence is no longer working under the circumstance. In Appendix, we perform two experiments to demonstrate that the saturation problem is brought by the reconstruction loss but not the discriminator loss.
In conclusion, the lack of robustness in the CAAE is because the JS-divergence-based discriminator cannot get the 1 Github: https://zzutk.github.io/Face-Aging-CAAE FIGURE 4. Examples of face aging by the CAAE. The leftmost column is the input faces, and others are the generated faces. (a) Generated faces with the CAAE whose latent variable is saturated. People with the same gender have the same generated faces. (b) Results when deploying the Wasserstein distance to the CAAE. It appears that identity information was preserved but the generated faces are far from photorealistic.
autoencoder out of the saturation problem. Besides, the direct usage of Wasserstein distance does not work well in the CAAE (Fig. 4) .
C. IMAGES SYNTHESIZED BY THE DISCRIMINATOR
As discussed above, we design our networks with two autoencoders. During training, the auxiliary autoencoder acts like the generator and is trying to fool the generative autoencoder that acts like the discriminator to tell the generated images and real images apart. When sampling face images, however, we use the GA to synthesize images for the AA has the saturation problem.
The comparison between the BECAE and the CAAE is shown in Fig. 5 , where we can see that our model can work as well as the CAAE in regard to convergence. The output face images approximately have the same visual quality for the target of our model is not improving the generation quality but addressing the saturation problem. The quantitative evaluation will be discussed later. However, Fig. 5 also reveals a problem: there are still many features that should have changed with age are not altered at all, for example, hair color. Because of that, it is necessary to further improve on the network structure of our model, which will not be discussed in this study.
D. EFFECT OF γ AND QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
In this section, we discuss the different results for different γ values and try to explain the reason. As shown in Section II-D, γ in (4) introduced by [15] is used to maintain a balance between the losses of the generator and discriminator. If the discriminator cannot distinguish the samples generated by the generator from the real ones, then their losses should obey the same distribution, and so should their expected errors, which happens when γ = 1.
In our model, for updating the parameters of the GA (θ GA ), we have:
This differs from (4). More than keeping the balance between two losses, γ also controls the direction of how our model trains.
For easy understanding, we project the updating process of θ GA into a two-dimensional space, where each axis represents the weights of the GA. As shown in Fig. 6 , there is a region (red circle) where the saturation problem happens and the star point is where lies the real data manifold. When the value of γ is small, the GA may head into the red circle and fail to generate photorealistic images (red arrow). Furthermore, when the value of γ is high, shown as the blue arrow, ∂W 1 /∂θ GA will push the GA too hard to get close to learn the real data manifold, which causes bad performance in image generation. Only a suitable value of γ can make the GA converge to a point not far from the star point (green arrow).
The outputs of the GA when γ = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 are shown in Fig. 7 where the difference between them is not obvious. In order to measure the level of the saturation problem that an autoencoder is suffering, we introduce three statistics: saturation ratio (SaR), soft saturation ratio (SoftSaR) and average variance (aVar). The SaR is the ratio of the number of the saturated element (when the element-wise value of latent variable z equals to ±1) in the latent variable. The SoftSaR is similar to SaR but the threshold of the saturated element is set to 0.99 rather than 1. The aVar is the mean of the variance of every latent variable encoded by an autoencoder. A good autoencoder should have a small SaR and SoftSaR while a high aVar. For measuring the saturation problem, we first look to the SaR, then the aVar. The SoftSaR is to show that the latent variable of saturated autoencoder is almost saturated to 1 everywhere.
The results are shown in Table 1 , where we can see that the value of γ is better set in the interval [0.5, 1.0]. Furthermore, the AA reproduced the CAAE suffering from the saturation problem. And the GA (γ = 0.5 to 1.0) is better than the convergent CAAE.
E. WHAT THE AA HAS DONE WHEN TRAINING
Although it is hard to win the adversarial game, the AA is still trying its best to generate plausible images. The Table 2 shows the results of three statistics of the AA with different values of γ . It shows that the saturation problem is worse when γ is out of the interval [0.5, 1.0]. However, the aVar is increasing as the value of γ increases, because the discriminator focuses more heavily on auto-encoding real images [15] . And the model starts working bad when γ = 2.0 for the aVar is equal to 0.
In Fig. 8 , when focusing on the value of γ over {0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5}, we can see that the higher value of γ is, then the more likely the AA is able to render faces with ghosting artifacts. In other words, the GA will produce lower photorealistic images because it becomes easier to compete with the adversarial game over the AA. 
F. THE RESULT OF THE ITERATED TRAINING
We performed 5 iterated trainings as we discussed in Section III-D. In each iteration, we initialized the θ AA of this iteration with the θ GA of the previous iteration, and only updated the parameters of the GA. We set γ = 0.7 in every iteration. The GA will produce more photorealistic face image based on iterations, because the output of the GA is more plausible than that of the AA. The result is shown in Fig. 9 . And the statistics are shown in Table 3 , where the GA is working better through iteration (There is an increase of the aVar).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we proposed an adversarial game between two autoencoders to solve the non-convergence problem that we call it saturation problem. And we introduce three statistics to measure how serious this problem is. Different from traditional GANs, which generates images through the generator, our model generates them through the discriminator. In fact, the auxiliary autoencoder (AA) and the generative autoencoder (GA) act as generator and discriminator during training, where the AA is trying to generate an image that can fool the GA and the GA is trying to distinguish it from the real image. However, the GA learns to reconstruct real images at the same time, which allows it to produce images as well. Furthermore, the GA keeps away from the saturation problem by maximizing the Wasserstein distance between the learned distribution and the one learned by the saturated AA. The results of our experiments demonstrate that the GA in our model has learned to reconstruct real images that are conditioned by ages. Meanwhile, our model has solved the saturation problem which is happening of high possibility in the CAAE. Moreover, by using iterated training, the proposed model can work better. In our future works, we plan to find out whether other auto-encoder-based models are suffering from the saturation problem. And if there is, we will use our model to address it. Furthermore, because these network architectures are similar to that of CAAE, which fails to learn some facial features such as hair color and generates faces with facial expression changes, the images produced by the proposed model in this work are not sufficiently photorealistic; we plan to improve on this in future studies.
APPENDIX EXTRA EXPERIMENTS
We perform two extra experiments on the CAAE. The results show that the fault of latent variable z is not introduced by the unbounded error back propagated from the discriminator but the reconstruction loss from the generator. These also means that we cannot solve the saturation problem by pre-training the auto-encoding part (the generator).
About the first experiment, we only used the reconstruction loss to update the parameters of the generator. The CAAE fell into the saturation problem (Fig. 10a) . In the second experiment, we first trained the generator for 50 epochs. Then the other parts of the CAAE were added to the training process for another 50 epochs. The generated face images are shown in Fig. 10 , which shows that the unbounded error is too weak to get the generator out of the saturation problem.
